
STANFORD admits reveal their COMMON APP SUPPLEMENTAL essays 
hey guys what's up it's Catherine and I am so excited for today's video this is one of my like 
favorite type of videos to film because it's just so interesting to me and the last one did it 
really well so I think it's interesting to you guys too so today's video features me and my for 
SI editors that are part of my stanford roommate essay editing team and we share all of our 
answers to the Stanford's supplemental question to like the really quirky questions that are 
like what historical moment do you wish you could have witnessed and why what would you 
do with an extra hour in the day those kinds of questions and this video is like fun hopefully 
helpful to you guys while you're working on your applications but also of course it is to 
promote my essay editing business as you guys know you can always email calf path 
essays at email comm if you would like your essays edited by me or a member of my team if 
you email that email you will receive back a PDF with like all of our pricing and logistics how 
it works and you will also receive a portfolio of the editors common app essays if you're 
interested in reading that okay so that is today's video you guys we filmed it while we were 
still at school so that we could all be together so it's in my freshman dorm room and I know 
I'm about to start my sophomore year so that's a little weird going on but we're with me okay 
thank you guys so much for watching I hope you enjoyed today's video comment down 
below when you're done watching it what your favorite like person's essay was okay okay 
guys these are my essay editors we're here today to not only share but also cringe at all of 
our old stanford essays we just start looking at them a little bit and we're pretty embarrassed 
couldn't just keywords huh you guys want to introduce yourselves real quick I'm Stephen 
Josh Maia we're gonna start with asking everybody what historical event you could have 
witnessed and why something to remember guys these aren't necessarily are actually are 
like actual answers but our answers that we wanted Stanford to do yes right yes there are 
actually answers that were on the common app but like they're also just we kind of just got 
relegations yeah I can start so mine is an example so I did a mock trial in high school I've 
continued to here but I did in high school and that was nowhere on my Stanford application 
whatsoever I really wanted that besides like my common app it wasn't no essays about it so I 
really wanted to reflect that so for my historical moment or event I wish I could witness and 
this is also kind of jerk this would be dope to go back and see Sara our wedington who 
argued roe v wade at the Supreme Court to see her closing statement not only for the cases 
at home but to witness a young woman like myself a mock trial defense attorney to interpret 
and sneak her truth through the law there you go see she threw that little light herself and 
that's all you have to do next okay so I said I'm not on the right picture doggin age which is 
basically like the day that Sweden decided to switch from driving on the left side of the road 
to the right side on the road and it caused like so much confusion please look it up if you 
click you're on the Internet right dog in H like da GE n and then space-age and like it's a 
bunch of people like trying to figure out where the hell they're going yeah it's oh this isn't like 
in the 60s I thought you guys thought the entire like world was just confused on what to do 
and how to do it he's I feel like I did smalls not chaos for anything like funny to watch how did 
you think about it I have no idea but it was really like interesting history ya know Harvey 
Mudd so I like this over bearing kind of my theme of like computer science and science in my 
application sometimes like about the transistor it's kinda lame but December 23rd 1947 18 T 
Bell Labs in Murray Hill New Jersey the exact time and place where John Bardeen William 
Shockley and Walter Brattain achieved a greater output from input so basically it was just 
saying like you get more energy than you put in and it was like this groundbreaking scientific 
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thing and it led to the ubiquity of ecology in our present day so it's like that's kind of one of 
what I wanted to see him it's also like capitalizing on yeah yeah in the kind of sign building is 
a nice little touch there yeah yeah like I was being 100% truthful with I knew you have to be 
a little bit weird with these two yeah no you've got to be weird because everybody's saying 
the same thing they're all saying you know oh my god definitely something they saw like a 
thousand other applications so I also was doing like the theme thing signed by the 
aerospace so I had like this whole space not compelled by my own belt but by my own 
conviction as well as an insatiable wonder about the cosmos I would take a seat up on the 
Apollo 11 in a heartbeat with the camping camera in hand disproving modern conspiracy 
theories and capturing my own cosmic panoramas would be profoundly satisfying so our 
next question is how would you spend an extra hour in the day I think it's important to the 
extra hour to be honest and not be like am I to start up and that suddenly might be honest 
you can be like with an extra power I would have the power to create my own business and 
serve the people might know but don't say resting oh yeah don't make it look like you're 
gonna be lazy because I said I'm going to eat and sleep yeah I said with my hours and I 
would sleep sleeping is like yeah it's honest it's also like like like say something more 
individual I was just honest wait did you must have said something let's listen as I said I 
would spend that hour sleeping no I would spend that hour sleeping I would spend an hour 
sleeping oh but then you yeah why I would say yeah yeah cuz I'm gone that's when I seven 
so Mondays and I'm gonna go back this year oh god this is just gonna be like probably one 
of those you know a UPS trunk during my first lesson to sinking a car in a muddy field to 
attempting and failing the driving test will having pneumonia you could call driving my 
Achilles heel my extra hour would be dedicated to overcoming this roadblock and finally 
pass okay so mine Lions yeah is kind of nice so I said communication : the world's largest 
barrier the simple nuances that differentiate languages that can divide a nation with an extra 
hour a day I would learn new languages therefore not only would I be able to collaborate 
with limitless peers but also provide my insider perspective on certain food views boo boo 
yay which is basically South African affair like togetherness yeah so that was what I kind of 
liked it that's I think a funny one to do next is one thing you're looking forward to experiencing 
it's Dan like I said something cause assistant and I have not done it I said I wasn't up 
children to joining like Stanford engineers for a sustainable future like God only am i no 
longer an engineer that I did not even look into that group I was just telling myself like okay I 
need to find something really like me about Stanford to show the buzzing search this girl and 
what did you do I said like I would want to join Stan Stanford students for a sustainable 
Stanford engineers I don't even know there's like nine years in the future company again I 
just like if the type of like all the sauce and we're watching her options everything that I wrote 
was wrong I said that I would study at the Hoover Institute which you can't do think tank I 
would have volunteer with alternative breaks which is like a program it's not like a voluntee I 
wrote that meeting like volunteer my Fridays with lunch on your breaks alternative breaks it's 
like yeah ring break alternative breaks and then I said I would love to go to games and see 
the Stanford sleeping leafy mascot it was just bad movie I don't know what I was doing 
everything was well iterations yeah I didn't hang on to mine but I said something long lines of 
like just going to Stanford doesn't give you a Stanford education the the actual thing that 
gives you the Stanford education is what you put into it the people you interact with and I 
said with me as I said that's the Stanford education comes from the people so I said I would 
spend as much time as possible pulling pulling stories out of the people instead of like in 



classes oh wow that was good hold on I look forward to the weather in Palo Alto and the 
opportunity Stanford will connect me to when I graduate I am eager to handle the rigorous 
academic challenge and I look forward to developing my mind and character while preparing 
to engage Society in full stride yeah you got in like we're all looking at I definitely didn't get in 
because of that you know yeah if anything this should make you feel better be like God they 
don't all have to be perfect that's so true I think the most heroin is not you're laying it out 
you're like showing your themes and things about you through these essays I basically was 
just like trying to figure out what happened at Stanford and then I was like oh yeah I want to 
go to the Dance Marathon I want to go to the frost music festival oh I don't believe there of 
those bro wait the dance marathon is not a dance is it wait no but it was definitely like a 
charity event yeah I'm just saying you still you still don't know you don't like get locked in 
there for 3-4 hours I love that word okay so that's basically I just wanted you know I just put I 
didn't go to anything when he said he would do common common theme here call me Josh 
guys how did you spend your last you know I don't know this is one that you need to be 
smart with cuz it can't just be a resume with minors pretty resume I don't say like I worked a 
full time yeah but what you're gonna do is you can expound on things in your resume that 
we're confusing that's good yeah well so you guys want to read my essays at ball I will link 
that video down below including my common AAG and I have a video about my UC essays 
too and if you want to read their comment off NSA's email cough cough essays actually I'll 
remain so for my last two summers I did I spent around like two specific things that I think 
sending gets better I mean this is all my opinion but one like route that you can take is just to 
choose two small things needed and then like really go into detail so I did like my month-long 
immersion in China which was like I took a really specific a moment from it where like I gave 
them like a parting gift that I'd like paddled for I like wrote a time thing about that and then 
the next summer I like interned for like this company and I said like very specific things that I 
did like I attended to Oakland City Council meetings wrote a Clorox grant proposal and 
mastered Oakland's bus schedule and just like very like specific things you yeah yeah I like 
that I said between my summer internship at the district office and my position as a I've got a 
local community pool I found time to kick-start a tradition of week-long treks to Yosemite 
National Park's with my best friend all attempting to stay on top of summer homework 
assignment so it's pretty much my resume except I said I went to Yosemite okay attended 
the US Air Force Summer Seminar which has a 13% acceptance rate don't say like he's not 
your resume really actually I only said it because I wanted to flex this bar I can also go a little 
lower if you like set me in so started my own business swam so much my hair turned blonde 
helped half of my family move to Ohio and travel to Central and South America Ohio corn 
concrete and conservatives yeah yeah that's pretty accurate what do you guys think is the 
biggest challenge Society things oh my gets kind of deep there Isuzu in my opinion 
preserving the earth by inventing a more efficient and cost-effective way to use renewable 
energy sources and ending all discrimination at every level of society especially in the one 
most privileged basically said climate change but in fancy words I took a little more abstract 
take a xanax I said that the core of the myriad of issues that we face today lies need for 
fundamental change accompanied by a lack of willingness to change ourselves so social 
media which connects the globe also divides its citizens as people continue to argue with 
their mouths open with their minds shut that was really good angles people hate each other 
yeah I've got the way for these essays is if it doesn't sound like 50 words like more than 50 
words then you did it good I'm taking advantage of when I was editing mine I was yeah it 



was they can help you here yeah look these is like be relaxed with like your topic that you 
choose not fun with it but then you're actually writing it it's like yeah I feel like the topic is less 
important than like yeah what you're seeing right we figured that okay so mine was an 
anecdote that I took I this was taking from a club that I had in high school um segregation is 
as prevalent now as it was in the 1950s raps Khafre J of hip hop for change to my school 
sea of white faces my club voice cooperative hosted Khafre to foster empathy but instead 
many in my community responded with completes responded with complaints and anger and 
outright denial of his truth so like I didn't actually say it outright but I've got the NDL 
completely it's like two issues kind of yeah right I just kind of took a again science kind of 
approach so mine was like 24 hours 1440 minutes 86,400 seconds time like a matter or 
energy cannot be created or destroyed but manipulated to render maximum efficiency and 
regardless of your age race socioeconomic status etc the challenge will always be do I have 
enough time for that yeah I would I want to see our five words ready okay one word like my 
five words all irrelevantly what are they Eric okay I think what I was going for was like they 
were kind of like supposed to counter each other to make me see those like 
multi-dimensional as possible so I said assertive but compassionate right I said pragmatic 
but dynamic and then I just had to do with visionary Oh what are they what are they Oh 
meticulous men Bela as spirit protein not like the meat the like protein protein are ot eBay 
and wait no it's not alone maybe is it is a word what does it as I said my mom for about a 
virgin through words so proud right that's what says the pavilion well you're just handing or 
able to change frequently or easily just academic so I took a different approach with mine 
and instead of doing adjectives like most people apparently I don't actually know what most 
people do so I have this phrase that like my family always says so I kind of want to put this in 
my app just like be like this is me like this phrase avoids using my life um so the two words 
that this is not one of my five words because you can write up to ten I think for this book you 
bold your five that are like the important ones so I said just ask and then the five is worst 
they'll say is no what do you read listen to or watch when you have a chance this is my star I 
say this was just straight up what is that my oh my yeah yeah I enjoy reading about teenage 
boys sexual lives no really as an intern for Peggy Orenstein author of the book of girls and 
sex I read interview transcripts of boys describing breakups blowjobs coming up true love's 
and more de Peggy's research for her new book on America's obsession with masculinity 
and I show this to my parents and they're like Maya stop like you cannot vote for blowjob in 
your application now that's another thing when I had my essays edited like I told I took them 
to my parents and they're like okay change this changes changes you know I realized after a 
while I was like no I can't do this I'm not gonna listen to you because then it just becomes 
more you than me it becomes more professional and all of that and like that's because 
people have been in the industry for 30 20 30 years so like like you got to keep your 
personality yeah mine's not interesting at all like I literally wrote like read listen watch and I 
just was completely honest I was like the read I just threw all the books that I loved that were 
scientific yeah the watch I like throwing like the Martian interstellar like come on and then for 
listening I just put a bunch of like hip-hop and rap and all the stuff that I normally listen to 
yourself just a complete throwaway for me yeah I kind of just listed some books I listed like 
two different like mystery books I listed interstellar and life both movies the Shrek series and 
this that a couple rappers either kind of nice and a poet just sound kind of love it well Waldo 
Emerson oh I read I read about man's Ian's theory and notorious criminals I watched NBC 
Nightly News with olestra holt oh and sports I listened to everything from rap - EDM to all 



rock day great day it was my sponsor Green Day Billie Joe Armstrong did my time suddenly 
your name is really hey that's all that when I was younger I had my opponent had two songs 
and they were both by Green Day now just loop them just the two songs over don't let me oh 
that no girls as naseby have for today guys thank you so much for watching I hope you had 
fun with us looking back on our essays don't forget you can email cap on the essays at 
gmail.com for more information about essay editing if you'd like us to take a look at any of 
your college essays for any schools and you'll be able to pick which of the editors you would 
like to edit your essay [Music] you 
 
 
 


